
Successfactory™… the place where magic happens!

In today’s fast paced and ever changing world, high performance 

teamworking is vital for your success.  Teams are required to be created 

and set up for success; hope is not the only strategy!

One of the ways to help you do this and ensure success is to take part in 

our facilitated team sessions using the extremely effective methodology 

of LEGO® Serious Play® (LSP). 

Our LSP workshops ensure that when defining your team’s aspiration and 

goals, you build a winning team which is high on trust, communicates 

clearly, is committed and accountable for great results.

By creating models from well known bricks in answer to specially set 

questions and using great conversation we build an extremely effective 

springboard to your team’s success!

Benefits:

100% participation 

from everyone in the 

group using all the 

intellectual capital in 

the team

A collaborative 

bottom up approach 

which unlocks 

personal insights and 

experience

Builds emotional 

connections to team 

aspirations

Ensures feedback 

focuses on the 

message and not the 

messenger

Generates maximum 

ideas

What it looks like

The outcome of the day is a clear set of agreed actions to drive your team 

performance to the next level. 

The workshop begins with skill building to increase confidence in using 

metaphors and modelling to tell your story. This allows you to create rich 

dialogue to explore how your team works at a deep level.

As your journey unfolds we look at team identity, both as you see it and as 

others see it. We explore team life and team spirit and what this means for 

each individual and as a collective. Using these insights we then guide you 

through a powerful process of ‘playing emergence’ to create a team ‘ways 

of working.’

With sessions from ½ day to 2 days depending on your desired outcomes 

we can help build a fully aligned team who have shared accountability for 

your results.

ELITE TEAM DEVELOPMENT with LEGO® Serious Play®

Intrigued and want to discover more? Email our certified facilitator: martin.peterson@thesuccessfactory.co.uk


